Anyone who has done even the most cursory sight-seeing in European churches has encountered the apparent expressionism and morbidity of late medieval piety. Given the current preoccupation of scholarship in the humanities with what contemporary jargon calls “alterity” or “the transgressive,” we are hardly likely to miss the twisted crucifixes bearing a dead and tortured God, the transi tombs that display carvings of the elite of Europe nude and gnawed by worms, or the vast altarpieces telling of grisly and prolonged executions of the culture’s martyred heroes and heroines, the saints. See plate 1. Nor, given the national crisis that has followed so precipitously upon our own millennial turn, are we likely to ignore medieval fears of the apocalypse or the period’s often eroticized depictions of naked bodies tormented eternally by strange beasts in the mouth of hell. There is much sentimentalism, to be sure, in the later Middle Ages—sweet-faced Madonnas with chubby babies, cozy scenes of the domestic life of God’s family—but a quick walk through any museum of European art leaves one with uncomfortable memories of writhing hands, severed body parts, monstrous claws, torn hunks of flesh, and everywhere streams of bright red blood. Comparisons to Picasso’s Guernica or the paintings of Francis Bacon spring unbidden to mind.

Popular accounts such as those of Johan Huizinga, Barbara Tuchman, and Philippe Ariès have stressed the horrors of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries—plague, economic collapse, famine, war—and have described the “violent tenor of life”—persecutions, pogroms, public torture and executions. I do not wish today to return to the topic of medieval society and politics they have explored, although the world they describe is not irrelevant as background. But what I wish to talk about here is the violent quality of the religiosity itself—what we might call its visual violence, especially the prominence of the motifs of body parts and of blood. At a time when depictions of violence are controversial in our own culture—consider, for example, last summer’s obsession with the details of Timothy McVeigh’s execution—we may learn something from consid-
Plate 1. Detail from an altarpiece by Henri Bellechose, commissioned about 1416, depicting the last communion and beheading of St. Denis. Paintings of the gory martyrdom of saints were very popular in the later Middle Ages.
ering the violence our late-medieval ancestors located at the heart of their religion.

Exhortations to Christians to meditate on the fragmenting and bleeding of bodies—both the bodies of the saints and the body of Christ—are everywhere in late medieval devotion. Although the age of the martyrs was in fact long past, by far the largest number of saints’ lives told, retold, and depicted in retabiles and prayer books were stories of the prolonged deaths of early Christian heroes and heroines, piece by piece by bloody piece.³ Favorites were virgin women who, defending themselves against both apostasy and rape, were described as “intact” and “integral” to the end despite drowning, burning, the severing of breasts and lips, and finally decapitation. What German historians call redende Reliquiare, speaking or expressive reliquaries—that is, containers in the shape of body parts—appeared alongside the earlier reliquary form of box- or church-shaped casket and became ever more popular. See plates 2 and 3.

Prayers to the wounds of Christ proliferated, although traditions differed as to the number. (Some held there were 5475, others counted 6666; but whatever the precise enumeration, the obsessive and quantitative nature of such spirituality is clear.)⁴ The so-called arma Christi or instruments of Christ’s death became popular devotional foci as well; and the heads of scoffers and torturers that, in such depictions, floated around Christ along with flails, knives, etc., contributed to a visual association of fragmented body parts with passion piety. See plate 4. Despite the emphasis of Gospel accounts on the wholeness of the dead Christ (whose cloak was not divided among the soldiers, nor his legs broken), prayers to his body parts developed and proliferated, and devotional images came to depict his severed hands and feet or to focus on the wound in his side or heart, disconnected from his body. See plates 5, 6, 10 and 11. Although there was considerable theological dispute about them, relics (supposed actual pieces) of Christ’s body were revered at certain locations. (Charroux, for example, in a rare parallel to the body and blood of the eucharist, claimed to possess both the holy foreskin and the blood of the circumcision.)⁵

Over it all washed blood. Several trends, among them the establishment and promotion of the feast of Corpus Christi and the withdrawal of the chalice from the laity, made devotion to the eucharistic host (the body of Christ) ever more central liturgically and theologically, it is true. But what was known as “spiritual communion” (receiving the presence of Christ in the eucharist through seeing the host or even through meditation) tended to eclipse sacramental reception—that is, eating. And the less frequent became reception of blood and even body, the more central devotion to blood became. The bleeding Christ, sometimes pitiful, sometimes threatening, was—at least in northern Europe—omnipresent. See plate 7 for an example. Eucharistic hymns and prayers, which in the days of
Plate 2. This thirteenth-century arm reliquary, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, is an example of the body-part reliquaries so popular in late medieval Europe. Although the container depicts a body part, the sheathing of silver and cabochon crystals suggests that the bones inside (which were probably not arm bones) possess already the incorruptibility of heaven.
Plate 3. Reliquary bust from Cologne about 1350, now in the Schnütgen Museum. This bust did not contain a skull but rather served to display fragments of other bones, dust or garments in the grillwork on the breast.
Plate 4. Panel painting of the so-called “Mass of St. Gregory” from Nuremberg about 1490. Here we see Christ, the Man of Sorrows, surrounded by the instruments of his torture and execution (known as the arma Christi), appearing in a vision to pope Gregory the Great.
Plate 5. The “Arma Christi with Five Wounds,” outer panel of the Buxheim altar (ca. 1500), workshop of Daniel Mauch, now in the Ulm Museum. In this depiction of the five wounds received by Christ on the cross, the Savior's body disappears entirely to be replaced by bleeding fragments.
Plate 6. The “Five Wounds of Christ” from a Flemish diptych of 1523. A particularly graphic example of Christ’s body parts standing for, and evoking, the whole.
Plate 7. In this small drawing from the first half of the fourteenth century, now in the Schnütgen Museum, St. Bernard of Clairvaux and an anonymous nun embrace a crucifix on which Christ has become a bloody smear. Depictions that emphasize the bleeding Christ became increasingly common, especially in northern Europe, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
the early church saw grain and grape gathered into loaf and bunch as a symbol of Christian unity, increasingly stressed the eucharistic body as beaten on the threshing floor, ground in the mill, and squeezed in the wine press until no drop of blood was left. Pilgrimages swelled to places such as Walldürn, Wilsnack, Weingarten, and Orvieto, which claimed to display the blood of Christ, either collected under the cross on Golgotha or produced miraculously in cases of sacrilege or extreme devotion. The dramatic impact of the liturgy was sometimes enhanced by acting out the wounding of Christ’s side with a large wooden figure containing a hidden bladder of animal blood.6

Two examples from opposite ends of Europe will show how vivid, expressionist, even tinged with violence, such blood piety was. The first is from a traditional vision-narrative of the late twelfth century, which tells of an English monk from Evesham Abbey, found as if lifeless on Good Friday with “the balls of his eyes and his nose wet with blood.” Once recovered, the monk recounted to his brothers a vision of the cross.

While I was kneeling before the image and was kissing it on the mouth and eyes, I felt some drops falling gently on my forehead. When I removed my fingers, I discovered from their color that it was blood. I also saw blood flowing from the side of the image on the cross, as it does from the veins of a living man when he is cut for blood-letting. I do not know how many drops I caught in my hand as they fell. With the blood I devoutly anointed my eyes, ears and nostrils. Afterward—if I sinned in this I do not know—in my zeal I swallowed one drop of it, but the rest, which I caught in my hand, I was determined to keep.

Following this encounter, the monk traveled in vision through the places of punishment, graphically described, and thence to the places of glory. But even in the midst of glory, there was blood.

The tongue cannot reveal nor human weakness worthily describe what we saw as we went on... In the middle of endless thousands of blessed spirits who stood round, the pious redeemer of the human race appeared. It was as if he were hanging on the cross with his whole body bloody from scourgings, insulted by spitting, crowned with thorns, with nails driven into him, pierced with the lance; while streams of blood flowed over his hands and feet, and blood and water dropped from his holy side! Near him stood his mother, not anxious and sorrowful now, but rejoicing... with a most calm countenance...7

However fearful the monk of Evesham felt at consuming blood from the crucifix, he felt not so much grief or fear as wonder and vindication at the
heavenly display of Christ’s wounds, which snatched men from the devil’s clutches into the choirs of angels.

By the later fourteenth century there was no longer fear of the audacity of drinking, even drowning in blood. Catherine of Siena wrote to her confessor and spiritual son, Raymond of Capua:

I, Caterina, . . . send you greetings in the precious blood of God’s Son. I long to see you engulfed and drowned in the sweet blood . . . , which is permeated with the fire of his blazing charity . . . . I am saying that unless you are drowned in the blood you will not attain the little virtue of true humility . . . . [S]hut yourself up in the open side of God’s Son . . . . [and] there . . . rest in the bed of fire and blood.

Nor is Catherine’s desire for drowning and burning only metaphorical. The letter that opens with these words is a report to Raymond concerning the execution of the young Perugian Niccolò di Toldo for the political crime of uttering a drunken slur against the new Sienese government. Catherine accompanied him to the scaffold, knelt beside him, and (she says):

His head was resting on my breast. I sensed an intense joy, a fragrance of his blood . . . . [And] when he had received the sign I said: “Down for the wedding, my dear brother, for soon you will be in everlasting life.” He knelt down very meekly; I placed his neck [on the block] and bent down and reminded him of the blood of the Lamb. His mouth said nothing but “Gesù!” and “Caterina!” and as he said this, I received his head into my hands, saying, “I will!” with my eyes fixed on the divine Goodness.

Then was seen the God-Man as one sees the brilliance of the sun. [His side] was open and received [Niccolò’s] blood into his own blood . . . . Once he had been so received by God . . . . the Son . . . gave him the gift of sharing in the tormented love with which he himself had accepted his painful death . . . for the welfare of the human race . . . .

Now that he was hidden away where he belonged, my soul rested in peace and quiet in such a fragrance of blood that I couldn’t bear to wash away his blood that had splashed on me . . . . So don’t be surprised if I impose on you only my desire to see you drowned in the blood and fire pouring out from the side of God’s Son. No more apathy now, my sweetest children, because the blood has begun to flow and to receive life! 18

An English commonplace book of the fourteenth century expresses the same spirituality in a simple anonymous jingle:
I wolde ben clad in cristes skyn
That ran so longe on blode
& gon t’is herte & taken myn In.9

What then are we to make of the obsession of late medieval piety with bodily partition and bloodshed? Is the graphically violent art and devotion of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the response of an exhausted Europe to famine, war, religious controversy and epidemic, a morbid wallowing in rising rates of death and disfigurement, an expiation and displacement of actual by visual and textual violence? Placing motifs of fragmentation and bloodshed in their context suggests immediately that the answer is far more complex. For the fragments so prominent in late medieval texts and images are metonyms, partes standing pro toto; the blood was—as the passages from Catherine and the monk of Evesham explicitly state—fertile and salvific in its very terribleness.

I begin my exploration of the religious significance of parts and partition with those obvious fragments, the relics of the saints. Historians have made much of the way containers came to echo or “speak” contents in the later Middle Ages; indeed the German term redende Reliquiare means just that. Yet recent research shows that speaking reliquaries usually do not in fact contain the bones their shape implies.10 Arm reliquaries hold shin or pelvic bones. Head reliquaries only sometimes contain skulls; often they are merely forms for displaying other bone chips on the breast. See plates 2 and 3. A reliquary that depicts one saint may contain the splinters, dust, or garments of another. Indeed if the point of arm reliquaries were to display arm bones, it would be puzzling that the vast majority are right arms. And why are there no elbows or thighs? Sketches of actual rituals suggest that the function of such objects was often liturgical—that is, arm reliquaries served to extend and make visible the arm of the prelate high above crowds as he blessed the faithful with the sign of the cross.11

There was in the Middle Ages, it is true, an enthusiasm for dividing the bodies of the saints in order to spread the power of holy bodies as widely as possible. Indeed even the bodies of non-holy but prominent figures—kings and queens, nobles, cardinals—were for similar reasons divided for multiple burials. But the form of reliquaries—like the form of transi tombs, with peaceful, clothed, regal figures carved above worm-eaten skeletons—was intended not so much to display the partition of earthly death as to foreshadow the glory of bodily resurrection. Hagiographers wrote of the saints as pearls, carbuncles and crystals at the very moment of death; arm, rib and head reliquaries denied putrefaction by sheathing the bits they contained in gold and precious stones.12 The art that recounts the severing of Agatha’s breasts, the multiple penetrations
of Sebastian by arrows, the torture of St. Catherine on the wheel also
displays these same saints whole, carrying their severed parts as attrib-
utes. We know St. Lucy is Lucy on medieval altarpieces because she bears
her eyes on a plate, but she faces us with those eyes restored. See plate 8.
The future is wholeness. At the blast of the last trumpet God will reas-
semble in every detail the body as it was in life, for Christ himself prom-
ised “Not a hair of your head shall perish” (Luke 21.18). As Peter the
Venerable wrote in the mid-twelfth century, the relics of the saints are
already their resurrection bodies:

The divine dignity divides his martyr into equal parts, so that he
may retain his soul for himself among the mass of the blessed and
give, with marvelous largess, the relics of his sacred body to be
venerated by the faithful still living in the flesh. . . . Behold whose
bodies you venerate, . . . in whose ashes you exalt, for whose
bones you prepare golden sepulcres. They are sons of God, equal
to angels, sons of the resurrection. . . . And in this hope I have
confidence more certainly than in any human thing that you
ought not to feel contempt for the bones of the present martyrs as
if they were dry bones but should honor them now full of life as
if they were in their future incorruption. . . . Therefore because
the bones of the present martyr shall flower like an herb, rising to
eternal life, because the corruptible shall put on the incorruptible
and the mortal the immortal, because this body of a just man
snatched up to meet Christ shall always remain with him, who
will not, with full affection, bring to be honored in this life what
he believes will be elevated in the future glory.13

Even depictions of the moment of Last Judgment sometimes show God’s
angels reassembling the scattered bits of long-departed human beings at
the end of time.

Moreover, the grisly accounts and depictions of martyrdom from the
high Middle Ages show curiously affectless victims. The saints do not
appear to feel their torture. Although to modern tastes there is something
almost pornographic about the slashings and penetrations of the slim,
smooth, beautiful—and highly objectified—bodies of Agatha and Sebas-
tian (and I do not discount the complexity of medieval responses as well),
medieval theory was clear: the saints were blessed in death by the anes-
thesia of glory. See plate 9. God extended the bliss of the beatific vision to
block their pain. According to Thomas Aquinas, only Christ suffered in
execution, and that only because he willingly assumed his torment for the
sins of the world.14
Plate 8. In this initial L from a fourteenth-century manuscript, the martyr Lucy appears serene and beautiful with her eyes both in their normal position on her face and in the dish she carries.
Plate 9. Modern viewers are often surprised both at the sadism of medieval depictions of martyrdom and at the serenity with which the saints face execution. Theologians argued that the martyrs’ vision of God protected them from feeling pain. In this painting of “The Martyrdom of St. Agatha” from 1473, the saint seems almost smug in her imperviousness to torture.
This brings us to those other parts I spoke of above—the fragments of Christ’s body, the torture instruments, the waves of crimson blood. Here also things are not quite what they seem. Indeed the *arma Christi* were until about 1300 signs not of suffering but of triumph, of Christ’s authority to judge. They were, as the name implies, coats of arms, signs of nobility and power; and as *arma*, they were also defensive (shields against the devil and his works) or offensive (weapons of attack against the enemies of Christ). Only in the later Middle Ages did they become signs of pain and injury, visual triggers to remind Christians of what God had suffered for them, and even such torture was sometimes understood as love. In an odd reversal of the passion story, some late medieval images portray Christ crucified by the virtues, the saving sacrifice poured out in response to human love and fortitude. Hence the *arma Christi* became inducements of empathy, signals of enacted *caritas* to which *caritas* responds. Non-narrative and scattered around the picture field with no regard to perspective or proportion, these *arma* functioned as signs, a heaping up of detail to encourage pious adherents to meditate in a random order that could be different in every recourse to the image, hence ever challenging and ever new. Understanding this, we are struck more by the restraint than by the violence. In a panel painting of the so-called “Gregorymass” from Nuremberg about 1490, for example, a knife represents the circumcision but we do not see cutting; three nails remind us of the moment when hands and feet were violated; a single spitting head stands in for mocking, beating and humiliation. See plate 4.

Like the *arma Christi*, the wounds of Christ evoked love. In a fifteenth-century Carthusian miscellany, for example, the suffering Christ, or Man of Sorrows, displays his own heart to a little lay figure kneeling below. See plate 10. The heart bears within it all five wounds of Christ’s body, and the accompanying dialogue, which offers both reproach and comfort, ends with the hope that we will soon come to joy. God complains: “O man unkynde, hafe in mynde, my paynes smert. Beholde and see, that is for the, percyd my hert . . . .” And man responds: “O lord right dere, thi wordes I here, with hert ful sore. . . . That we may alle, into thi halle, with ioy cum sone. Amen.”

This image returns us to the theme of fragmentation, for here as elsewhere in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century devotion we find special attention given to the severed parts and gouged out organs of God. The stress on blood is palpable; red is one of the few colors in this artist’s simple palette. Yet when we read the words inscribed around—indeed we might say spoken by—the wound in the heart, what we find surprises us. For the wound says: “This is the mesure of the wounde that our Ihesus Christus sufferd for oure redemption.” Something about the
Plate 10. In this drawing from a fifteenth-century Carthusian miscellany (London BL Add. 37049, fol. 20r), Christ displays his side wound to a kneeling layman. Between the kneeling figure and the Savior, Christ’s heart, which incorporates all five wounds, almost becomes Christ himself. The accompanying dialogue castigates humankind for piercing Christ’s side with sin.
length of the incision seems to be important. And indeed images of the side wound were adored, valued and (we can tell from the worn quality of the parchment) repeatedly kissed not because of the erotic overtones some modern historians have thought to see in them but because medieval devotees believed they represented an authentic measurement of Christ. In a late fifteenth-century woodcut in the National Gallery in Washington D.C., the wound becomes Christ’s body. See plate 11. A scroll to the left says: “This is the length and width of Christ’s wound which was pierced in his side on the Cross. Whoever kisses [it] . . . will have . . . seven years indulgence. . . .” And the scroll to the right tells us that what is within the wound is not merely an abbreviated version of the arma Christi—the cross, mocking titulus, and the heart with three nails—but another measure: “This little cross standing in Christ’s wound measured forty times makes the length of Christ in his humanity. Whoever kisses it with devotion shall be protected from sudden death or misfortune.”

The image is a kind of amulet; the little measure within the wound participates in Christ as fully as do the relics of his blood, foreskin or shroud.

An enthusiasm for measurement and quantification was a new characteristic of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century culture; the counting of Christ’s wounds (5475, 6666, etc.) and the exact calculations of indulgences surely reflect this. But the sense that length is metonym for person has far older roots. I cannot discuss them all. But it is worth noting that pilgrims traditionally brought back from the Holy Land measures of Christ and of holy places (some of these measurements were said to have miraculous origins), and that those who sought healing or offered thanks for it afterward often gave to the altar of the saints candles made to their own measure. We are told, for example, in a twelfth-century account of wonders at Becket’s tomb that a certain Ethelburga wished to give the martyr a candle made to the length of her gouty left arm, in hope of a cure. The miracle consisted in the fact that she “had scarcely begun to measure [the limb] with a thread than . . . she felt all the pain receding.”

Because made to her length, the candle was Ethelburga. If made to the dimensions supposedly given in a vision or brought from the Holy Land, an image of the wound was Christ.

Enumerating parts, anatomizing the body, was, moreover, a means of possessing it, of re-uniting the fragments and incorporating them into oneself. Just as medieval love poetry dwelt tenderly on the details of the beloved’s beautiful form—lips, eyes, eyebrows, neck—so poems to the wounds of Christ named and counted his parts, making them one with the soul, his lover. Thus, for example, when Gertrude of Helfta used Psalm 102 to pray to the wounds, she addressed the first verse to the
Plate 11. In this late fifteenth-century German woodcut, the side wound (tilted on end) becomes Christ’s body; the Veronica serves as head, the wounded hands and feet as limbs. Within the wound, a little cross—one of an abbreviated set of arma Christi—provides a measure of the true length of the human Christ. The little image offers to those who kiss it seven years of indulgence and protection against sudden death.
wounds of the feet, the second to the side, the third to the left hand, the fourth to the right. An English poem of the fifteenth century not only speaks to each body part as a well or refuge within which the soul can hide—well of mercy (right hand), well of grace (left hand), etc.—but also accompanies each verse with a little drawing of the wound in question, making the anatomizing visual.\(^{23}\) As David Areford has brilliantly shown, medieval mappae mundi often situate the entire known world within the body parts of Christ, suggesting that parts contain whole, that enumeration is incorporation.\(^{24}\) Just as the devotee moves around the field of the arma Christi, taking into himself the suffering, guilt and protection of Christ’s agony, instrument by instrument, so he enters Christ’s wounded parts themselves, incorporating as he is incorporated into God. The fourteenth-century mystic Richard Rolle wrote:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{And, yit, Lord, swet Jhesu, thy body is lyk to a nette; for as a} \\
&\text{nette is ful of holys, so is thy body ful of woundes. Here, swet} \\
&\text{Jhesu, I beseche the, cache me into this net of thy scourgynge, that} \\
&\text{al my hert and love be to the;} \ldots \\
&\text{Efte, swet Jhesu, thy body is like to a dufhouse. For a duf-} \\
&\text{house is ful of holys, so is thy body ful of woundes. And as a} \\
&\text{dove pursued of an hauk, yf she mow cache an hool of hir hous} \\
&\text{she is siker ynowe, so, swete Jhesu, in temptacion thy woundes} \\
&\text{ben best refuyt to us.} \ldots \\
&\text{Also, swete Jhesu, thi body is like to a honycombe. For hit is} \\
&\text{in euche a way ful of cellis, and euch celle ful of hony, so that hit} \\
&\text{may nat be touched without yeld of swetnesse.} \ldots \quad \text{25}
\end{align*}
\]

The tendency of medieval piety to metonymy was undergirded by a central doctrine of learned theology, the doctrine of concomitance (the idea that the whole Christ is present in every particle of the eucharist). Often thought to have developed as a rationalization for withdrawing the chalice from the laity, the doctrine was in fact older than this practice.\(^{26}\) Formulated in the eucharistic disputes of the eleventh century as a defense against literalist claims that Christ, really present in the consecrated host, was broken and digested, the doctrine meant not only that Christ’s blood was fully present in the consecrated wafer but also that the Christ present in the sacrifice of the mass was the Christ of the resurrection, “invisible, impassible, indivisible.”\(^{27}\) As Gabriel Biel would argue in the fifteenth century, it had to be bread that became body at the consecration; the nature of the species is important; like must become like. Hence bread becomes body, wine blood. But the wafer was all of Christ by concomitance—blood, soul, and the glory of divinity. Otherwise the faithful would receive only dead flesh.\(^{28}\)
Indeed, in the high Middle Ages, metonymy or concomitance became a general way of thinking about presence. A Dominican champion of the supposed relic of Christ’s blood at Weingarten, for example, defended this non-eucharistic presence with an argument borrowed from eucharistic theology. Opponents had argued that Weingarten’s relic must, for theological reasons, be spurious; Christ could have left no particle of his glorious body behind on earth after his resurrection. But, argued Gerhard of Cologne:

just as [Christ] could make his subtle and glorified body touchable and visible to his disciples, so could one and the same blood in heaven and yet leave it behind as a comfort for his believers here on earth. Cannot one and the same all-powerful Savior in one and the same moment be changed into the sacrament in the hands of a thousand priests, really here present and undivided, and yet not be absent there [in heaven]?29

From folk assumptions that a measure or particle (fingernails or hair) can be the person to abstruse theological debates over the mode of presence of an immaterial God, medieval culture gloried in the paradox of parts that not so much represented as were the whole.

It is this quality of paradox that characterizes the blood cult at the center of late medieval piety. The ubiquitous Man of Sorrows is not only a half dead figure in his coffin, mournful and mourned; the bleeding body stands upright; there is a hint—if only a hint—of resurrection. The cult of the wounds, the blood, the heart of Christ expresses not solution or resolution but the simultaneity of opposites: life and death, glory and agony, salvation and sin.30 The beautiful Schmerzensmann of Meister Francke, whose wounds pour blood and whose crimson-lined white cloak encircles him like flayed skin, is tenderly, almost erotically, alive. Accompanied by angels, who bear the lily of resurrection and the sword of judgment, he is sacrificial victim, lover, and the judge who is to come.31 See plate 12. The wounds, the blood of Christ, are present then even in heaven; they are access, condemnation, and recompense. Gertrude of Helfta, summoned by Christ to “drink from the torrent of [his] delights,” saw in a vision a hedge set with thorns over which she could not pass. It was only when Christ himself lifted her over and set her beside himself that she saw the wound in his outstretched hand.32 The bleeding hole in Christ’s flesh was not beginning and hurdle; it was goal and reward.

The gifted theologian Julian of Norwich summed up the paradoxical significance of blood when she described her own moment of death and transformation:

And when I was thirty and a half years old, God sent me a bodily sickness in which I lay for three days and three nights, and on the
Plate 12. The “Man of Sorrows,” ca. 1430, by Meister Francke, now in Hamburg, is a particularly beautiful evocation of the suffering Christ, who is judge (one angel bears a sword), promise of resurrection (the other angel bears a lily), lover, and sacrificial victim.
third night I received all the rites of Holy Church and did not expect to live. . . . So I lasted until day, and by then my body was dead from the middle downwards, as it felt to me. Then I was helped to sit upright and supported, so that my heart might be more free to be at God’s will, and so that I could think of him whilst my life would last. My curate was sent for to be present at my end; and before he came my eyes were fixed upwards and I could not speak. He set the cross before my face, and said: I have brought the image of your saviour; look at it and take comfort from it. . . . After this my sight began to fail . . . Everything around the cross was ugly and terrifying to me, as if it were occupied by a great crowd of devils.

. . . And suddenly at that moment all pain was taken from me, and I was sound . . . .

And at this, suddenly I saw the red blood flowing down from under his crown, hot and flowing freely and copiously, a living stream, just as it was at the time when the crown of thorns was pressed on his blessed head . . . .

And in the same revelation, suddenly the Trinity filled my heart full of the greatest joy. . . . And I said: Blessed be the Lord! . . . and I was greatly astonished by this wonder and marvel, that he who is so to be revered and feared would be so familiar with a sinful creature living in this wretched flesh.

. . . [And] I saw that [our Lord] is to us everything which is good . . . .

It is not that joy replaces pain, or brilliance blood. The hot blood flows at the moment of intimacy and liberation. Blood is ecstasy.

I seem thus to have argued here not only that things are not what they seem but that they are indeed their opposite: agony is ecstasy, part is whole, torture is redemption. And that is at some deep level the heart of Christian belief in the atoning sacrifice of Christ. Paradox is the core.

Yet the horror remains. And repulsion was a possible response. Medieval Christians were themselves sometimes sickened at the violence of image and text. For example, when Christina Ebner of Engelthal saw a vision of Christ as he hung on the cross, she was terrified. Margery Kempe became physically weak and fell down, crying and twisting, when she thought of the crucifixion. Moreover, people were aware that one kind of violence could be displaced onto another, that violence echoes violence. Margery tells us she thought of Christ beaten or wounded not just when she saw the crucifixion but whenever she “saw a man or a beast . . . [with] a wound or if a man beat a child before her or smote a horse or another beast with a whip . . . as well in the field as in the town . . . .”
Margery, the violence of everyday life only reduplicated her sorrow at the violence inflicted on Christ. But the displacement could work the other way; the horror and filth of living could seem to pollute God. A fourteenth-century woman from Montaillou named Aude recoiled in horror from the physicality attributed to the host on the altar:

I thought of the disgusting afterbirth that women expel in childbirth and whenever I saw the body of the Lord raised on the altar I kept thinking, because of that afterbirth, that the host was somehow polluted. That’s why I could no longer believe it was the body of Christ.

Whatever the personal and experiential roots of Aude’s obsession with the placenta may have been, her skepticism was directly engendered not only by the doctrine of real presence but also by an affective devotion to the body of the infant Jesus that carried with it overtones of cannibalism and contamination.

Mystics and theologians sometimes deployed concomitance and paradox to focus the gaze of Christians away from such horror. University professors and canon lawyers struggled to contain outbursts of pilgrim enthusiasm for the bloody bits and pieces of sites such as Orvieto or Wilsnack, attempting not only to harness but even to suppress blood cult. To give only a single example. In late-fifteenth-century Würzburg, a treatise on “the perils of the eucharist” maintained: “It is a periculum to the host if the figure of flesh or a child or any other thing appears in it.” Hence, argues the treatise, the priest should consume such a host immediately if an individual claim is made; if, however, many people profess to see it, the priest should repeat the consecration with new hosts, and the miraculous one should be hidden from view so that every opportunity for a crowd to gather is avoided. Yet, despite the efforts of papal legates and learned professors to staunch the flow of bloody hosts and miracles, fourteenth- and fifteenth-century spirituality ever more intensely visualized experience as fragmentation, anatomized the body of God itself, and craved blood.

Modern historians have sometimes used psychoanalytic theory to understand this piety. In such interpretation, late medieval meditation becomes a kind of neurotic fetishizing, a transferring of religious response to isolated body parts, an obsessive and voyeuristic compulsion to repeat that reflects and creates ever-increasing anxiety about the body. And the anxiety, the obsessive enumerating, are clearly there. But it is easy to over-emphasize this, to forget the beauty and centering of the images. The parts depicted in the Carthusian miscellany are not the parts of Picasso or Francis Bacon; they pull toward wholeness. The wounds Rolle apostrophizes are cells of honey, clefts of refuge, doorways to sal-
vation. It is not so much that we pull Christ toward us when we anato-
mize him as that he lifts us to heaven. As the German translation of the
Song of Songs (a text much loved by medieval mystics) put it: “[Christ
says]: Grow and eat me, not that I will be changed into you through the
eating of the body but rather you will be changed into me.”

The frightening and mournful Schmerzensmann of Dürer’s famous Gregorymass
offers in one of the arma Christi itself a ladder to heaven. Whereas in the
Nuremberg panel of 1490 (see plate 4 above) the ladder is simply propped
among lance and sponge as an instrument of torture, in the Dürer it
breaks across the picture space, joining the viewing pope (and us who
view him) to the otherworldly place where the vision of Christ appears.
See plate 13. In these examples, art and text connect more than they divide.
Psychoanalytic theories of voyeurism and obsession move too far from
the medieval context to offer more than an interpretative hint, distorting
although suggestive, as much a projection of our own fetishizing dis-
placement as a response to medieval images.

Yet there is a sense in which we need, I think, a psychological inter-
pretation, although one closer to the concepts of medieval theologians
and craftsmen. For, as the images and texts themselves tell us, some-
thing nagged at the heart of this spirituality: a blaming of self that could
oh so easily become a blaming of other. Sacrificed for humankind in an
overwhelming love that made even the virtues a cause of his death, Christ
was forever reproach as well as lover, judge as well as friend. Poem after
poem apostrophized (and blamed): “O man unkynde....” As Mechtil
d of Madgeburg asserted: the wounds of Christ will bleed until there is no
more human sin—that is, they will bleed, accusing sinners, until Judg-
ment Day itself. The reproaches of Good Friday—“Oh my people, what
have you done unto me?”—reverberated around the Schmerzensmann.

We see this move from love to blame if we look at the figure of
Longinus, the soldier who lanced Christ’s side with a spear. Over the
course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the image changed. Early
understood as penitent sinner who knelt to ask forgiveness and was
healed under the cross by Christ’s blood—or even as facilitator of re-
demption who opened Christ’s side so that the saving blood might de-
send—Longinus came to stand for accused humankind. Thus the lance
and indeed the entire arma Christi came to have new meaning. As arma,
they were increasingly seen to be daily wielded by us against God. And
they were also wielded by God against us. In the later thirteenth century,
the author of the immensely popular Golden Legend wrote: “They [the
arma Christi] show Christ’s mercy and justify his anger, for we remember
that not all men are willing to accept his sacrifice [emphasis added].” The
author of the Speculum humanae salvationis wrote in the fourteenth cen-
Plate 13. In this woodcut of the “Gregorymass,” by Dürer, 1511, the looming Christ is both terrifying and compassionate. The ladder is no longer only the instrument by which he was lifted to agony; it has become a means of access, for both pope and viewer, as well.


tury: “All Christ’s weapons are aimed against sinners.” We are the Christ killers. The enemy is us!

Such a burden of guilt seems to cry out for transfer. And transferred, projected, displaced it was. As early as the eighth century, the wounds of Christ had been given multiple significances. Bede enumerated these. The wounds were proof of Christ’s death, intercession to God the Father, demonstration of love, reproach to the evil and the damned. By the fourteenth century, texts regularly expanded the final category to target the Jews. A German sermon explained that the purpose of the third (demonstration of love) was to show the blessed how dearly they were blessed, the fourth (reproach) was to demonstrate at the Last Judgment the guilt of the Jews. The Provençal mystic Marguerite of Oingt, in a different enumeration, wrote that Christ held a book for teaching in which the white letters told his life, the silver ones detailed his blood poured out for us, the black described “the blows and slaps and filthy things the Jews threw in his face and on his noble body . . . [until it] looked like a leper’s.”

The blame reverberated from self to other and back to self. Gerhard of Cologne wrote, defending the relic of Christ’s blood: “we are the new Jews.” In a Dürer woodcut of 1510, the Schmerzensmann accused all Christians:

I bear these cruel wounds for thee, O man!
And I heal thy frailty with my blood.

But thou dost not thank me. With thy sins thou often tearest open my wounds.
I am still lashed for thy misdeeds.
Have done now.
I once suffered great torment from the Jews.
Now, friend, let peace be between us.

Set amidst graphic arma Christi, the isolated mocking and spitting heads of Christ’s humiliation become increasingly hostile, increasingly distorted, increasingly Jewish. Note the mocking Jewish head in the Nuremberg panel, spitting at the face of Christ; plate 4.

Nor was blame and the projection outward of self-reproach limited to the Jews. The Man of Sorrows surrounded by torture instruments was sometimes (as in a very early example from Rházüns) connected with another motif of guilt and reproach: the image known as alternatively the Feiertagschristus or “Christ attacked by the sins of the world.” In this image, blasphemers, criminals, and peasants or artisans who violate the Sabbath are depicted murdering Christ. See plate 14 where the draftsman has drawn lines from the tools of artisans to the wounds on Christ’s
Plate 14. On the wall at Rhäzüns in Graubünden, Switzerland, about 1400, the Christ of the “Gregorymass” with surrounding arma Christi is joined by another depiction of attacks on Christ. The Man of Sorrows is also attacked by the tools of artisans and peasants who violate the Sabbath.
body. Although scholars have insisted that the arna Christi and the Feiertagschristus are independent traditions, at Rhazüns they are next to each other, visually parallel and conceptually linked. In both, the implements that surround the wounded Christ accuse their wielders of attacking God. Hence the Man of Sorrows—an image that often summoned Christians to identify with Christ’s suffering—here identifies Christians instead with those who attack Christ and calls them to expiate and expunge that guilt.

Wounds and arma accused both self and other. In an even more troubling and graphic sense, the blood that spilled across European piety also accused, calling for vindication of, as well as empathy with, Christ. The majority of the blood cults of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Europe were places of supposed host desecration, and these wonder-hosts—sites of pilgrimage and pogrom—targeted lower-class women, thieves, and most of all Jews as violators of God. Holy objects and holy matter (the consecrated body and blood of Christ) were understood not merely to signal the presence of the divine by bleeding or surviving disaster but also to reproach the guilty and point out their secret crimes. The presence of blood came increasingly to be ipso facto proof of the violation of God. As long ago as the 1930s the German scholar Romuald Bauerreiss noted that the Schmerzensmann itself seemed to be a trigger of pilgrimage, persecution and pogrom. Images themselves, as Paul Binski has argued, do not merely reflect, they constitute reality. Hence there is horror as well as glory at the heart of late medieval piety—the horror of a guilt that easily turned from blaming of self to blaming of other in a spiral of scapegoating and self-castigation.

To conclude. My purpose in this lecture has been to make you uncomfortable, both with the material I have presented and with my argument. I have intended not only to talk about elements of religion that are to most of us frightening but also to force you to think about them in new ways, to admit that first impressions are misleading, to accept that things are not what they seem. I have argued that imagery of partition and bloodshed is often, if understood in historical context, not violent. In the religion of late medieval Europe, part is about whole; blood is about access, ecstasy and incorporation. However violent the general tenor of life in fourteenth and fifteenth-century Europe may have been, the gory body parts apostrophized in its prayers and panel paintings are no simple reflection of a violent society. They have a more complex and multi-layered significance. And yet, I have argued also that our first instincts are not totally inaccurate. There is a deeper violence in this spirituality after all. The images I have explored suggest and constitute a religiosity of blame and self-reproach as well as of ecstasy and love.
Thus I draw no easy lesson for modern viewers. Nor do I think we should take modern theories or parallels as more than hints to guide us into the quite alien world of the late Middle Ages. But perhaps an understanding of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century religious imagery will suggest to us that we too should not be cavalier about violence, projection and reproach in our own images and texts. In the late Middle Ages at any rate, even subtle and sophisticated ideas of concomitance and paradox provided inadequate protection against the sin whose redemption they were meant to signify.
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